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1

// Poison
Stuck somewhere
In between dimensions
I cannot fall asleep
If I do, I might miss him
These moments are everything
But please, don't be mistaken
You must explain to me
this reality you have created
Leaving me hanging on uncertainty
You have me convinced we exist
to create these moments
Is there more to this
Or only conditional bliss?
You gave me the water
But I got drunk like wine
I need it, I am addicted
To the white light on the other side.
I only think of you, and the
Poison you provide
No one else at this point can
save me from dying;
Look what you made me believe.
So don't tell me it's something it's not
For I cannot bare the thought
of loving you
Then lost.
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// Monster
I loved you but
You couldn't love me
So I removed myself
Can we exist separately?
So easily you seem to part
No communication
For you, a lost art
Just forget it all
The words, the touch
How you made me fall
We can pretend
But we cannot promise
Not to break in this bend
And seeing you this way
Is making a monster
Of me these days
I can only watch from
This distance
And hope that one day
Your curse will be lifted.
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// Preference
I guess you prefer them gullible
They take what you say
Believe it as tangible
Fantasy carries you away
I guess you prefer them crazy
They let you ignore
They let you lead them
Into the darkest corner
I guess you prefer them broken
You are emotionally unavailable
They desperately chase you
Leaving them hopeless; unstable
I guess you prefer me to be over you
I am not gullible, crazy, or broken
So you prefer to leave
Unspoken
Without another word said to me,
Now I prefer you dead to me.
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// Responsibility
Something else is always better
than what you've got
You never learn from your mistakes
You simply pretend you forgot
Never quite allowing me to
truly see, but I see
How great you are at escaping
any and all responsibility
No matter the patience
No matter the love
You simply took advantage
And I am the one made a fool of
I admit my fault in this
I have entertained it endlessly
But I seal my goodbye with a kiss
As I lay us down to sleep eternally
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// Wild
You told me wild things
You told me I was different
Our kiss felt like love stings
It wasn't true, but we went with it
There was something wild about
How your lips stung mine
Something wild about your smile
Like I'd known you all this time
Like we were meant to exist
In this universe full of stars
And wild how we lit up the city
Our escape from darkness.
But the most wild thing is
How you stole my heart
Using the trust I gave
To then tear me apart
Wild how I wake to this reality
It was never you I knew.
In my chest lies your masterpiece
And it still beats wildly without you.
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// Flame
The flame has to be extinguished
Before it spreads
Only this can save me
Please say you understand
But no, here you are
With a book of matches in hand
How you like to watch me burn
Like you want to see me dead
You have done this to me,
The eternal flame of fire
Then you leave me to ashes
Abandoned and engulfed with desire
Tell me -- How do you live?
Grand larceny is nothing to play with;
Are you nervous?
You should be
The flames will not forgive you
Soon they will engulf completely
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// Dizzy
I am not worried
About this little blood stain
Clothes are false protection
Just as you were for me in a way
The blood keeps me warm
Since you and your cold heart
Up and left me freezing
But no need to stress
I knew you would be leaving
The wound will heal eventually
You are gone, and
None of this is real it seems
I am getting dizzy now,
Is my mind is playing tricks on me?
The blood is running thin
And I can barely open my eyes to see
That you are not the one
Singing me to sleep.
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// Unrequited
I want to feel that again
One look at you and
I am addicted but
I cannot call you and
You won’t tell your secrets;
Suffering withdrawals and
Sleepless nights just
Trying to see if you've looked
At my snapchat one more time;
Now I know this seems crazy
But you wouldn't tell me
If it was real then maybe just maybe
We see each other again?
Just one more time...
It might could save me.
I usually don't care but
When it comes to this
I have more thoughts to share
Than I care to admit;
At what point did I become
A woman feeling love when I had
No business,
Because,
You never loved me back;
And now all I have are false
Memories and reality checks.
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// Fame
You’ve had your five minutes
Of fame with me
Coming in and out of my life
Disturbing my peace
You’ve had your share
Of my energy
Every wasted thought on
What might could be
You’ve had your share
Of my soul
This kind of thievery will
Leave you with fool’s gold
Now I’ve had my share
of uncertainty
I will take my love and leave
Your empty life completely
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// End
They believe if they cut you deep enough you will bleed forever.
Until they drown in your blood from the wound they caused.
The wound heals leaving behind a beautiful scar.
A quiet reminder of their betrayal.
Their death was not in vain. No.
After all, were they not the ones who caused the flood?
This is simply a consequence of their selfish actions.
You will carry this with you for the rest of your existence.
Are you at fault for allowing them to drown instead of yourself?
I would say it is courageous to save yourself in such a way.
Someone who would cut you so deeply deserves this.
They deserve this.
You deserve this.
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